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"The Pirate House," and Cypress
A collection of etchings by
Ifred Huttv of Charleston, S. C, ia Garden trees and great old moss[on exfiibuion at the Mint Museum hung oaks. "Southern Primitives"
; of Art for December, They have and "Deep South" are thoughtgreat merit. Mr. Hutty is master provoking prints, and "Solitude" is
of line and drawing and has a charged with the mood the title
superior technical skill, which is conveys. But 'Old Gullah," a por
"plain to be seen" in his work trait of a negro woman, is an ar
from first drawing to the pulling resting piece of work. It's an artis
of the print. The power and orig tic achievement. It has astonishing
inality of his work are left intact, \ feeling and sensibility. Emphasis
due partly to the fact that he pulls is placed on the facial feature..
i his own prints from his own press. especially the eyes. They are the
i This, he believes, is as much his eyes of the mystic. The eyes and
| own duty as the original drawing. ! forehead tell of an inner calm of
Easy precision and respect for j which the average person is ignor
artistic values endow his etchings ant.
It is a portrait where the breath
with an emotional appeal born of
a sympathetic understanding of the ing essence, the inner character of
the sitter, is revealed in the out
subject.
Mr. Hutty's etchings speak a er form. "Days End Carolina,"
familiar language, even to the un has great dignity and is a chap
informed. He does not resort to ter, complete in itself. A magnifi
caricature or the grotesque to dis cent oak, draped in scarves of
play his ability, nor does he sub moss, adds majestic beauty and
ordinate integrity to stylization or decoration to an otherwise plain,
jrigid reality; yet there are times almost barren landscape. An ox(when fantasy and imagination in drawn cart bearing two figures
vite the eye to inspect certain wends its way slowly toward a
{groups of trees for example for cabin in the distance. Simply and
some unexpected surprise or inter- effectively, the artist has recreated
|eit. He transmits the various a plantation scene and with peneI moods of the low country through ; tration and subtlety and has inI this medium of expression as only j voked the spirit of the place at the
I a close student can. and his rendi- [ end of the day.
I tions of architectural subjects \ Before going into the business of
famous old churches and homes painting and etching Mr. Hutty
; and even, tenements never de i was a maker of stained glass.
Painting? His water-colors are dis
prive them of their charm.
Observant visitors will be im tinguished for their originality of
<I have
pressed by Mr. Hulty's ability to color and composition.
infuse his work with the sense of seen them and they possess the
spontaneity, of the dramatic, or of quality that other artists. O'Hara,
subtlety and at the same time for instance, take pride in show
deal with subjects of close similar ing. I hope they will be brought
ity, thereby adding proof to the to the museum at some later date.t
,fact that etching is an independent Awards are no novelty to this art
ist any more, and his etchings, that
creative mode of expression.
»
!
is gome of them, have been pub
j Although Mr. Hutty does not lished in book form. His studio and
on Old Tradd street.
confine his etching to Charleston home
subject matter, the collection at Charleston, !s a genuinely fascinat
[the museum is of that locality. Tn- ing place; where he and Mrs. Hutty
1 eluded are. "Pounding Rice in the spend the major part o, their lime.
Low Country," "Potato Pickers," Other-wisp Wnodstock claims them.

IN MEMORIAL EXHIBITION: The three paintings above by Miss Caroline Gulgnard will be Included In the memorial exhibition In her honor opening today at the
Columbia Art Museum. They are entitled, from left to right, "Old Music Maker,"
"Ravine," and "Black Stockings."
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Memorial Exhibition at Museum
To Honor Miss Caroline Guignard
Today from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.
the Columbia Museum will open
ft small and intimate exhibition
of the arts of Miss Caroline Guig
nard to pay memorial tribute to
one of its greatest benefactors.

scenes of Pawley's Island and the
western Carolina mountains. Her
landscapes were normally peopled
with children, horses and dogs.
There is a "modernity" of feel
rampant in all of these can
ing
This exhibit will be a modest
but then modesty was a vases. Her affinity with the move
one
characteristic of the artist. It will ment in the American art world
include some eighteen paintings, historically known as "The Eight"
Including a very small pastel is pronounced. It is natural that
the moods of Henri and Luks
portrait of Miss Guignard done would influence her student days;
by the late Frederick Weber.
The Museum's show of Miss but the poetic mood of Arthur B.
Quignard's paintings will take on Davies is that which continues
throughout the later works of the
a retrospective coloration with | artist.
the public Introduction of several
Miss Carline Guignard was an
of her student pieces found in her original
force in working for a
studio on the third floor of Still- museum in the Ciiy of Columbia,
hopes. There is the portrait of and contributed generously to its
a young girl, for instance, which
evokes the memory of America's eventual foundation. Her interest
most influential teacher, Robert never slackened in its progress.
Henri, whose instruction played While able, she delighted in her
such a part in the aesthetic form daily visits; and she sought to
ation of Miss Guignard's personal make its values active in the life
of her friends and community.
tyle.
Guignard was a lifetime
One very early canvas suggests Miss
of the Museum's!
valued
that It may be the study for a Advisorymember
and, as long as j
Council
elf-portrait Visitors will wish to she was able to contribute
its'
examine It closely. Again, there deliberations, never failed toto at-'!
Is a very early penetrating charac tend every meeting of the Muse-'
ter study of an elderly bearded urn's
of Trustees.
man, "Old Music Master" in tbe To Board
her memory many citizens :
manner of a George Luks.
of Columbia have made memorial
After these portrait pieces, the, contributions to the Museum, and
artist's coarse seemed to turn to| | in recognition of her artistic sta'.pure landscape painting which wasj Iture the Museum has established
her true artistic love. Though! the present exhibit in the Corridor
many of the paintings on view now Gallery, which her exhibit of 1953
at the Museum depict the atnxxN inaugurated.
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pheric landscape of beautiful Stfllhopes Plantation, included are!
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